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# 1. Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCS</td>
<td>Combined Charging System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discoms</td>
<td>Distribution Companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEP</td>
<td>Draft Energy Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EESL</td>
<td>Energy Efficiency Services Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM</td>
<td>Electric Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV</td>
<td>Electric Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAME</td>
<td>Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of (Hybrid &amp;) EVs, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG</td>
<td>Greenhouse Gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOI</td>
<td>Government of India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOV</td>
<td>High occupancy vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>Internal Combustion Engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEP</td>
<td>Integrated Energy Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kWh</td>
<td>Kilowatt Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAT</td>
<td>Minimum alternate Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRTH</td>
<td>Ministry of Transport and Highways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDRC</td>
<td>National Development and Reform Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEA</td>
<td>National Energy Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMMP</td>
<td>National Electric Mobility Mission Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEM</td>
<td>Original Equipment Manufacturers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUs</td>
<td>State Transport Undertakings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEV</td>
<td>Zero- emissions vehicles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Executive Summary

The automobile industry of the 20th century was dominated by western automobile manufacturers from the United States and other European nations. The Iconic American automobile manufacturer Ford Motors, led the revolutionary wave of vehicles powered by an internal combustion engine ("ICE"). However, with growing concerns over rising vehicular emissions which make up a majority of greenhouse emissions, governments and automobile manufacturers across the world are seeking to transition from using fossil fuel combustion vehicles to electric-powered vehicles. Within the next decade, automobile makers plan to invest up to $300 billion on electric vehicle ("EV") technology. China which for decades played catch-up to German, Japanese and American automobile manufacturers is now positioned to lead the EV revolution and has transformed itself into the world's largest EV market.

As nations around the globe are joining forces to reduce the impact of climate change, EV's provide an effective solution for curbing global warming. At the Paris Climate Conference in December 2015, 195 countries adopted the first-ever universal, legally binding global climate deal. The Paris Agreement builds upon United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and seeks to bring all states together in a common cause to undertake ambitious measures to counter climate change and adapt to its effects. The agreement requires all parties to put forward their best efforts through nationally determined contributions and to strengthen these efforts in the years ahead. It also requires all parties to regularly report on their emissions and on their implementation efforts to ensure adequate checks. To achieve their emission targets many countries have resorted to placing restrictions on conventional gasoline and diesel engines, which has led automobile companies to accelerate the shift towards electrification.

In line with India's Paris Agreement targets of taking a lower carbon emission pathway, the government of India ("GOI") has pledged to reduce greenhouse emissions by 33-35 per cent from 2005 levels, by 2030. The Indian automobile market is the fourth largest in the world and is set to occupy the number three position within three years. However, this growth has led to an air pollution crisis, with Indian urban centres ranking amongst the post polluted in the world, and an increased dependency on expensive crude oil imports. This puts India's energy security position at risk, in case of any volatile changes in the prices of crude oil. India is currently the world's third-largest importer of crude oil and aims to cut-back on the crude import bills by pushing towards the adoption of EVs.

In India, the transport sector contributes close to 10% of the total national greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, with road-based transport

---


6. Patrick Mcgee and Simon Mundy, India displaces Germany to become fourth-largest auto market, FINANCIAL TIMES (July 18, 2017), https://www.ft.com/content/73b7c1f6-1714-11e9-9e64-d150b3105d21.


contributing about 87%. Battery operated EVs, which have a zero rate of emission, have been recognised as a viable alternative to ICE based vehicles.

Mr Nitin Gadkari, Minister of Road Transportation in 2017 made an announcement for the automobile industry declaring his vision for Indian roads to have 100% EV by 2030. This ambitious target came as a surprise to many, considering that the United Kingdom and France, which are smaller markets than India are hoping to phase out ICE vehicles by 2040. However, keeping in mind the existing state of the automobile industry and employment concerns the GOI eventually diluted their plans for electric passenger cars from 100% to 30%.

Pursuant to the above the GOI has launched various policy initiatives and schemes for the Indian automotive industry to incentivise the transition from ICE based vehicle to battery-powered EV. This paper analyses the challenges in the adoption of electric vehicles, with a regulatory, commercial and socio-economic perspective. Policy reports, regulations, state initiative’s as well as a comparative analyses of EV policies from leading jurisdictions have been considered in this paper.


3. Embracing The Idea

EV is an automobile propelled by one or more electric motors, drawing power from an on-board source of electricity, typically batteries. EV’s are mechanically simpler, less polluting and more durable than gasoline-powered cars.\(^{14}\) To promote the widespread adoption of EVs, various governments across the world are utilizing a ‘carrot and stick’ approach to increase sales of EVs. However, the lack of adequate charging infrastructure is contributing to range anxiety concerns in the mind of consumers.\(^{15}\) These concerns include the fear of being left stranded due to battery drainage or exhaustion and is a key reason that desists buyers from purchasing an EV.\(^{16}\)

Additionally, the high upfront cost of EVs continues to pose a challenge for improving the rate of EV penetration into mainstream transportation. A typical EV costs significantly more than an ICE equivalent. As per a study conducted in the United States of America, in the compact passenger vehicle segment, electric vehicle costs 44% more than an equivalent ICE vehicle. For a mid-size passenger vehicle, the electric vehicle was found to be 60% more expensive.\(^{17}\) It is for this reason that automobile manufacturers fear that the price of electrifying a small car may put it beyond the reach of buyers,\(^{18}\) as they feel that an ideal small EV should be able to meet consumer expectations pertaining to the range, charging time and affordability.\(^{19}\) Despite the fact that the purchase price of EVs is more than their ICE based counterparts, the associated energy cost of operating an EV is much lower than that of an ICE based vehicle. For an average consumer, the recovery of the extra premium paid for buying an EV can be realised within 5 years. When an EV is used as a taxi, the timeline of recovery further gets reduced to just two years. Further, as battery costs drop across the world, EVs will become even more cost-competitive.\(^{20}\)

---

18. ibid
4. Policies & Regulations In India

The auto sector contributes 7.5 per cent of India’s gross domestic product and is responsible for a whopping 49 per cent of manufacturing GDP with a massive economic multiplier impact. The auto manufacturing space provides direct employment to eight million people in the manufacturing and service sector, which includes dealerships. The number swells up to 40 million people when one considers the extensive backward and forward linkages that include among other financiers, drivers and gasoline pump attendants. The automobile sector is a key contributor to India’s GDP, which attracts significant attention from the GOI in the form of responsive policy making and lucrative incentive schemes to direct the growth of this sector.

In the financial year 2018-19, the total number of EVs sold in India reached 7,59,600 units, which was primarily dominated by 6,30,000 units of three-wheeler and 1,26,000 units of two-wheeler vehicles. However, this is a minuscule figure when compared to the total automobiles sold during that period. To improve the perception towards EVs amongst Indian consumers, both central and state government will have to provide a significant boost to the EV ecosystem by making charging infrastructure robust. The need to promote domestic manufacturers by enhancing their capacity to locally produce critical components such as motors, controllers and batteries instead of depending on imports from China has also been recognised.

To provide a significant impetus to EVs in India, the GOI has come out with certain key policies to push for its adoption, which are discussed as follows.

I. Energy Policy, 2017

In 2006, the GOI had released an Integrated Energy Policy 2006 (“IEP”). The IEP recommended the promotion of hybrid vehicles and EVs by way of undertaking significant efforts to promote the development of low weight and high-density batteries. The IEP also emphasized on making available commercially viable hybrid and flex-fuel vehicles in India, which run on varying proportions of ethanol-blended fuels. The policy proposed various fiscal incentives such as subsidies, tax incentives for the automotive industries to support commercialization of hybrid and battery-operated vehicles in India. This was further substituted by the National Electric Mobility Mission Plan 2020, as discussed below.

II. National Electric Mobility Mission Plan 2020

The National Electric Mobility Mission Plan 2020 (“NEMMP”) was launched in 2013 by the Ministry of Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises in the form of a vision statement towards unveiling the demand for EVs. The key principles that guide the future roadmap for EV penetration in NEMMP include creating consumer acceptability for EVs by developing infrastructure to support ownership and use of EVs, development/acquisition of EV / battery technology and creation of local manufacturing capability. The NEMMP aims to utilize electric mobility as an opportunity to achieve global

leadership in manufacturing of EVs and for the expansion of domestic markets by providing an initial boost that can create demand for EVs, which would stimulate growth in the manufacturing of EVs, at scale. The NEMMP through the development of indigenous manufacturing capabilities, requisite infrastructure, consumer awareness and technology, aims to achieve sale of 6-7 million units for a full range of EV (mild hybrids to full electric) by 2020. The bulk of this demand is expected to come from (pure) electric two-wheelers, followed by hybrid EVs (HEVs) and other (pure) battery EVs (BEVs). 

The aim and vision for boosting e-mobility in India vis-à-vis NEMMP eventually culminated in the introduction of Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Hybrid & EVs, 2015 scheme, as discussed below.

III. Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Hybrid & EVs, 2015

The Department of Heavy Industry had launched an incentive scheme, known as the Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of (Hybrid &) EVs, 2015 (“FAME”) in India, to give impetus to EV adoption, especially by promoting the use of electric buses for public transportation. FAME has a fourfold objective, which can be categorised into technology development, demand creation, pilot projects and charging infrastructure. 

FAME encourages faster adoption of electric and hybrid vehicles by offering upfront incentives on the purchase of such vehicles as well as by establishing necessary charging Infrastructure. 

The first phase of the scheme was notified on April 1, 2015, with a total outlay of INR 7.95 billion. Initially launched for two years, GOI kept extending the scheme every six months till March 2019 and enhanced the total outlay to INR 8.95 Billion (“FAME 1”).

Under FAME 1, the demand incentive is provided to consumers which can be availed upfront at the point of purchase and the same is reimbursed to the manufacturers from Department of Heavy Industries (DHI) on a monthly basis. The idea behind this is to induce demand for EVs in the market by making them more affordable to businesses and individuals. Since the inception of the scheme, the GOI had given financial support (demand incentive) to about 2,61,507 electric/ hybrid vehicles till 6th December 2018.

Recently, the GOI revised its incentive scheme with FAME 2, which came into effect on 1st April 2019. FAME 2 is an expanded version of FAME 1 and entails a total subsidy of INR 96.34 billion by the GOI towards Original Equipment Manufacturers (“OEM”) of EVs for three years till 2022. The GOI has sanctioned INR 85.96 billion for demand incentives and INR 10 billion have been earmarked for creating charging infrastructure. FAME 2 also offers incentives for electric buses, three-wheelers and four-wheelers which are to be used for commercial purposes. Plug-in hybrid vehicles and those with a sizeable lithium-ion battery and electric motor shall also be eligible for financial incentives depending on the size of the battery.

27. Ibid
28. Anant Geete Launch’s the Scheme for Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of (Hybrid &) Electric Vehicles in India – Fame India, PRESS INFORMATION BUREAU (July 19, 2019), http://pib.nic.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=118088
29. FAME-India Scheme, PRESS INFORMATION BUREAU (July 19, 2019), http://pib.nic.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=186277
Under FAME 2 GOI envisages support for setting up of public charging infrastructure through active participation of various stakeholders, which includes government agencies, private industries and public-sector enterprises. FAME 2 also proposes provision of one slow-charging station for every electric bus and one fast-charging station for 10 electric buses.31

To have a net positive impact on the environment, FAME 2 encourages interlinking of renewable energy sources with charging infrastructure. As per FAME 2, the intent of GOI is to incentivize the purchase of 7,090 electric buses with an outlay of INR 35.45 billion, 20,000 hybrids with INR 260 million, 35,000 four-wheelers with INR 5.25 billion and 500,000 three-wheelers with INR 25 billion. However, the same is subject to review on a periodic basis and would be notified accordingly by the GOI from time to time.32

In addition to the above, the key incentives under FAME 2 are detailed below:

A. Demand Incentives

To provide upfront subsidies to buyers in the form of reduced price for acquiring an EV, FAME 2 states that subsidies will be linked to battery capacity of the vehicles. It proposes to extend an incentive of INR 10,000 per kilowatt hour (kWh) for two, three and four-wheeler EVs, based on the size of their batteries. To illustrate, if a car has 25 kWh battery pack it shall get INR 250,000 subsidy. Incentives based on battery pack size will encourage manufacturers to add bigger batteries subsequently leading to extended range of EV’s.

To encourage state transport undertakings ("STU") to purchase more electric buses for intra-city, inter-city or inter-state travel, INR 20,000 per kWh will be offered as an incentive. However, the amount for buses may further be subject to competitive bidding amongst OEMs conducted by STUs. STUs come out with their own technical requirements. The technically qualified proposal with the lowest rate is awarded the contract. Electric buses will be offered incentives based on the operational expenditure model adopted by State/City transport undertakings and other public entities operating in the transport sector to supplement the fleet of EVs. To prevent misallocation of subsidies, the GOI has sought to restrict high end EVs from availing government-funded demand incentives. Only buses priced up to INR 20 million and plug-in hybrids, four-wheeler EV under INR 1.5 million, three-wheelers under INR 500,000 and two-wheelers under INR 150,000 will be eligible for incentives.33

B. Disbursement of Demand Incentives

All OEMs, except for the ones manufacturing buses, shall be able to claim demand incentives discussed above through an e-enabled framework and mechanism set-up under Dept. of heavy industries. The OEMs shall submit their claims for reimbursement of demand incentive on a monthly basis to the Dept. of heavy industry for settlement. Though the above-stated measures will have an immediate impact on the upfront pricing of EVs and bring in more models, it will take sustained efforts by the Centre, in partnership with State governments, along with adequate private sector investment, to enable setting up of a vibrant EV ecosystem.34

31. Ibid
32. Ibid
33. Ibid
34. Ibid
5. Charging Infrastructure Policy

GOI through FAME 2 which was implemented with effect from 1st April 2019, seeks to boost the availability of charging stations in India through active participation of both private and public-sector. Of the total allocation under FAME 2, INR 10 billion has been allocated for setting up charging stations for EVs. Keeping in mind that charging infrastructure availability is one of the key requirement for accelerated adoption of EVs, the Ministry of Power vide its notification sought to promote affordable tariffs for EV owners and charging station operators. Basis the same, setting up of public charging stations is to be a delicensed activity and any individual/entity can set up public charging stations as long as they adhere to the prescribed technical, performance standards and protocols. Further, it was also clarified that setting up of charging station for EVs won't require a license under the provision of the Electricity Act, 2003. In order to ease up the process of setting up charging stations, the notification also provides that any person seeking to set up a public charging station will be given electricity connections on priority by the power distribution company supplying in that area.

Lastly, realizing the importance that robust charging infrastructure has on the minds of the consumers, it was recommended that there should be at least one charging station in a grid of 3 km x 3 km and one charging station every 25 kms on both sides of the highways/roads. Further, the state nodal agency shall fix the ceiling of the service charges to be charged by the public charging stations to ensure reasonable pricing. I. Setting up of Charging Infrastructure

In furtherance of the objectives of FAME 2, the GOI through an expression of interest issued by the Ministry of Heavy Industries invited proposals for the deployment of EV charging infrastructure in big and smart cities on July, 12 2019. The expression of interest has also invited proposals from satellite towns connected to seven metros (Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Hyderabad, Bengaluru and Ahmedabad); major cities of special categories State/UTs; and the capital city of all states/UTs not covered in the above categories. In a move to make it convenient for a personal vehicle owner to make a shift towards EVs, the Union Housing and Urban Affairs Ministry have made amendments to the Model Building Byelaws 2016, and Urban Regional Development Plans Formulation and Implementation Guidelines 2014. Provisions have also been made for setting up EV charging stations in residential and commercial buildings, bus terminals and service stations and multi-level parking lots. These guidelines on EV Charging Infrastructure have also been circulated to all the State Governments and UT administrations with the request to amend their building byelaws and master plan regulations.

35. Notification vide No. 12/2/2018-EV dated December 14 2018
36. Govt to allow individuals to set up electric vehicle charging stations without licence, BUSINESS TODAY (July 24, 2019), https://www.businesstoday.in/sectors/auto/govt-to-allow-individuals-to-set-up-public-ev-charging-stations-without-licence/story/289304.html
II. Charging Standard

As per GOI’s notification, public charging stations shall install both European Combined Charging System ("CCS") and Japanese CHAdeMO charging platforms in addition to the Indian Bharat Standard. Of the three standards, Bharat Standard utilises low voltage charging technology (72 volts – 100 volts). Whereas CCS and CHAdeMO Standards utilise high voltage technology (200 volts and above).

There are also media reports which suggest that India plans to come up with new indigenous charging standards. As per a report, the main incentive of having indigenous charging standards is to significantly reduce the cost of setting up charging stations in India. Presently, companies setting up charging stations which utilise global charging standards such as European CCS or Japanese CHAdeMO, have to pay license fee which makes the entire process of setting up significantly expensive.

Globally, the world of electric vehicle charging standards has been fragmented, but over time some leading standards are emerging. CCS is primarily being driven by European and North American auto manufacturers. China, which has developed its own standard known as GB/T, is now collaborating with Japanese CHAdeMO to develop a next-gen ultra-fast EV charging standard.

42. CHAdeMO is the trade name of a fast charging method for battery electric vehicles delivering up to 62.5 kW by 500 V, 125 A direct current via a special electrical connector.
6. Tax Incentives

In a bid to boost EV adoption in India, the GOI has introduced numerous incentives in this year's finance budget to generate consumer interest in EV and also attract fresh investments in EV manufacturing. The Finance Minister recently announced income tax rebates of up to INR 150,000 to customers on interest paid on loans to buy EVs, with a total exemption benefit of INR 250,000 over the entire loan period. The Finance Minister also announced the customs duty exemption on lithium-ion cells, which will contribute to the reduction in the cost of lithium-ion batteries in India. Since key components such as lithium-ion cells are not manufactured locally, makers of components such as solar electric charging infrastructure, lithium storage batteries and other components will be offered income tax exemptions, which will be linked to the investment made as per Section 35AD of the Income Tax Act, to incentivize EV uptake and increase local value addition.46

Post budget, the goods and services tax council proposed to reduce taxes on EVs to the lowest slab of 5% from 12%. The tax on EV chargers has also been reduced to 5% from 18%.47 Manufacturers of EV have been pushing for a reduction in the GST rates for a long time, considering that the EV industry is still at a nascent stage.48

With respect to the import of completely built-up EV, the custom duty of 60% / 100% is charged depending upon the price and size of the engine. However, for a pre-assembly version of an EV, the GOI has lowered custom duties on parts and components imported for assembly to 10 to 15 per cent49 from 15 to 30 per cent. Indian policymakers have consistently expressed their intention to make India a global hub of manufacturing of EV by encouraging local manufacturing of components under the Make in India initiative.50

7. State Level Policies

To incentivise the use of EV/hybrid vehicles and with the intention to expand their manufacturing base, multiple state governments have taken various initiatives to attract global EV manufacturers to set up manufacturing plants within the states. They have also come out with both monetary and non-monetary incentives such as affordable power tariffs to fast track adoption of EVs, affordable charging etc. The EV policies of some states are discussed below.

I. Karnataka

Karnataka’s EV policy aims to attract investments worth INR 310 billion and create 55,000 jobs, both from the supply and the demand side. It seeks to create a conducive environment for transition to EVs from the ICE vehicle’s. The policy also focuses on research and development and has provisions for special initiatives for EV manufacturing such as making industrial land available to create EV manufacturing zones. To attract manufacturing enterprises, it proposes to provide quality infrastructure in the form of readymade flatted factories, with sewage, power, water and testing facilities on a ready built basis to enable setting up of ancillary units through public private partnership. The policy seeks to establish a vibrant EV ecosystem by providing support for manufacturing plants, charging infrastructure, skill development incentives and includes concessions such as stamp duty exemption, capital subsidies, concessional registration charges, reimbursement of land conversion fee, interest free loan among others. It seeks to establish a start-up incubation centre to facilitate developments in E-mobility wherein start-ups will be encouraged to develop business models centred on EVs. As per the policy a venture capital fund will also be set up for research on EV mobility. The policy aims to shift auto-rickshaws, cab aggregators, corporate fleets and public transport systems into EVs. This shall be achieved by encouraging auto rickshaws to go for retrofitting and move towards E-mobility.

STUs will introduce 1,000 electric buses during the policy period. Cab aggregators, corporate fleet, school buses/vans in Bengaluru will be encouraged to achieve 100% electric mobility by 2030 through a combination of tax incentives and subsidies.51

II. New Delhi

New Delhi has attracted global attention for being one of the most polluted cities in the world52. The New Delhi EV policy seeks to promote the rapid adoption of battery EVs so that they contribute to 25 per cent of all new vehicle registrations by 2023. New Delhi’s EV policy seeks to incentivise the purchase of EVs and support electrification of public and shared transport. It seeks to waive off road tax, registration charges, one-time parking fee, and auto-rickshaw permit fees for e-autos. It seeks to encourage App-based aggregators and ride-hailing service providers to create a fleet of EVs by offering cash back rebates for short first and last mile connectivity trips. Additionally, a congestion fee of up to 2.5 per cent on fare will be levied on all cab aggregator and taxi trips. However, this tax will be waived for rides taken in an EV. Fee collected will be deposited with the government every month and will be allocated to the State EV Fund. For public transport, the Delhi government is looking to have 50 per cent of the new vehicles registered to be electric in five years. The policy includes provisions such as changes in building bye-laws, availability of concessional locations for charging stations to create an enabling framework for the creation of private as well as public charging infrastructure53


52. Mayank Bhardwaj, New Delhi is world’s most polluted capital, Beijing eighth, REUTERS (JULY 24, 2019), https://in.reuters.com/article/us-india-pollution/new-delhi-is-worlds-most-polluted-capital-beijing-eighth-idINKCN1QM1FH.

III. Maharashtra

Through its EV policy, Maharashtra aims to increase the number of registered EVs to 500,000. In the process, it seeks to generate an investment of INR 250 billion for EVs and EV infrastructure, and create jobs for 1,00,000 people. It seeks to achieve this through fiscal and non-fiscal incentives such as exemption from road tax and registration fees to increase the viability of EVs. In order to boost charging infrastructure, it provides for the creation of dedicated EV charging infrastructure through subsidised investment. It seeks to promote R&D and innovation in this sector. Petrol pumps will be allowed to set up charging stations freely, subject to regulations. To increase the share of EV in public transportation, it has a provision to promote EVs in public transport in six cities, i.e. Mumbai, Pune, Aurangabad, Thane, Nagpur, and Nashik. The first 1,000 private/public passenger electric bus buyers will be eligible for user subsidy for five years, and the first 100,000 EVs across categories will get end-user subsidy for five years.54

IV. Uttar Pradesh

Uttar Pradesh EV policy aims to establish UP as a preferred destination for attracting investments in EV manufacturing and create new employment opportunities in that process. To prevent transitional disruption, it plans to create a conducive environment to shift from ICE vehicles to EVs, by encouraging the use of Hybrid EVs during the transition phase. Hybrid EVs shall be supported through the promotion of methanol fuel cells which will smoothen transition and reduce pollution. To meet the needs of the industry it includes provisions to develop human capital and augment the power capacity. It plans to promote EVs in public transport by introducing 1,000 EV buses in phases by 2030. This will also introduce green routes in select destinations. To boost local manufacturing, it seeks to promote EV battery and charging equipment manufacturing, and incentivises manufacturing of Hydrogen-powered fuel cells and solar-powered cells through stamp duty reimbursement, SGST reimbursement along with capital and infrastructure interest subsidy. It also provides for setting up of EV incubation centres at IIT-Kanpur and other leading engineering institutions to encourage business models on EVs. The state provides 100 per cent road tax exemption on EVs purchased within the state.55

V. Andhra Pradesh

Andhra Pradesh seeks to attract investments worth INR 300 billion by 2030 to become a global hub for electric mobility development and manufacturing and is in the process of creating employment for 60,000 people. The cities of Vijayawada, Vishakhapatnam, Amaravati and Tirupati will be declared as model Electric Mobility (EM) cities with phase-wise goals to adopt EVs, charging & hydrogen refuelling infrastructure and new EV enabling building codes. It targets to bring in manufacturing units of high-density energy storage of at least 10GWh capacity in the next 5 years to cater to both domestic as well as the export market. It also aims to convert 100% of Andhra Pradesh state road transport corporation bus fleet of over 11,000 buses into electric buses by 2029, with the first phase of 100% conversion of the bus fleet in top 4 cities by 2024. With respect to tax incentives, 100% net SGST accrued to the State will be reimbursed for a period of five years for micro and small industries, seven years for medium industries, ten years for large industries. This reimbursement will be limited to 100% of Capex or for the period stated, whichever is earlier. Furthermore, 100% of stamp duty and transfer duty paid by the industry on purchase or lease of land meant for industrial use will be reimbursed.56

8. Industry Impetus

I. Battery Swapping

In FY 2018-2019, total EV sales in India crossed the 7,50,000-units mark and reached a total of 7,59,600 units and more than 99% of it was from two-wheelers and three-wheelers, and less than 1% from the four-wheelers. Considering India is a small vehicle dominated market, battery swapping in these segments presents a leapfrogging opportunity for India’s EV dreams. The key here is to make the transition easier for the users by finding a replacement for the existing petrol pump. Thus, it is important to ensure that battery swapping is actively treated as a promising solution to accelerate the adoption of EVs in India, especially for the smaller vehicle segment. Sensing the enormous opportunity that the Indian market offers, new entrants, both domestic and foreign, are working on creating an ecosystem of swappable batteries aimed at drastically cutting the time required for charging EVs, thus enabling faster adoption of electric mobility in the country. Leading the charge are companies like Sun Mobility, Gurgaon-based Exicom Power Solutions and 22 Kymco, an alliance between startup Twenty Two Motors Pvt. Ltd and Taiwan’s Kymco Global. They are working with their respective networks. Additionally, Panasonic India Pvt. Ltd, which has committed to set up 100,000 EV charging stations to power an estimated fleet of 500,000 electric two- and three-wheelers in five years, is conducting pilot programs on battery swaps in the National Capital Region.

II. Adoption of EV’s by Government Department’s

Several state transport corporations have introduced or planned to introduce electric buses, partly fuelled by the central subsidies launched in this regard. Bharat Heavy Electricals and Energy Efficiency Services Limited (EESL) both are Government-owned power companies that have released plans to set up electric charging stations for EVs. GOI is considering a bulk purchase of an EV fleet from Energy Efficiency Services Ltd (EESL). EESL is a joint venture of four power public sector undertakings, namely NTPC Limited, REC Limited, Power Finance Corporation Limited and Power Grid Corporation of India Limited. It has in the past been credited to bring about an LED bulb revolution in the country by floating bulk tenders that led to an eight-fold reduction in the price of a 9 watt LED bulb in three years. In August 2017, it came out with its first tender of 10,000 vehicles.

---


64. *EESL to float tender for another 10,000 electric cars on Thursday*, LIVEMINT (July 16, 2019), https://www.livemint.com/Industry/oS5G8sAvFK4DrMEEqpxWhI/EESL-to-float-tender-for-another-10000-electric-cars-on-Thu.html.

Tata Motors won the contract, outbidding Mahindra and Mahindra. However, Mahindra and Mahindra Ltd later matched the bid made by Tata Motors Ltd, thus receiving 30% of the procurement order.66

III. Lithium-Ion Giga factory

State-owned Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL), one of India’s largest power generation equipment manufacturers, is in talks with Australia’s LIBCOIN consortium67 to build a 1GWh lithium-ion battery plant in India. Development of the Giga factory would initially start with the construction of a 1 gigawatt-hour lithium-ion battery plant, which would be scaled up to 30 GWh in due course. LIBCOIN is a consortium comprising Magnis Energy, Duggal Family Trust and Charge CCCV (C4V)68 and plan to build large lithium-ion battery Giga factories globally.69 This project will bring energy independence by replacing oil imports with abundant renewable energy. This project also includes Make in India element with focus on core-cost components manufactured domestically. It will also create integrated manufacturing ecosystem resulting in self-reliance and lower cost.69

IV. Suzuki Lithium-Ion Batteries Plant in Gujarat

Japan’s Suzuki Motor in a joint venture (JV) with Toshiba and Denso plans to invest INR 11.51 billion to set up lithium-ion battery manufacturing facilities. The JV’s new plant will roll out locally made batteries for use in hybrid and all-electric cars by 2020 and will be housed at the Suzuki Motor Gujarat (SMG) campus in Hansalpur. Batteries from the plant will also be used for electric two-wheelers to be introduced by Suzuki in India in the coming years. The company plans to launch an electric two-wheeler in India by 2020.70 The lithium-ion batteries produced will primarily be used by Suzuki for its own car models, however the JV would be open to supplying batteries to other automakers as well.71

V. Scale Battery Storage Plants.

To secure India’s energy needs, GOI is planning to set up Tesla-style Giga factories72 to manufacture batteries with an investment of around $4 billion. This is being planned as the country prepares to transition from ICE vehicles to EV. As per the plan, at least four Tesla-style Giga factories shall be set up with a capacity of 10 gigawatt hours (GWh) each. The project is being helmed by the federal think tank NITI Aayog and aims to replicate what Tesla has achieved at its Giga factory in Nevada, US. To attract manufacturers, GOI as per media reports, may offer slew of incentives to manufacturers such as concessional financing options, fixed interest subvention on loans availed in Indian rupees, a reduction in minimum alternative tax (MAT) etc. The battery storage plant shall not only be for exclusive use of electric vehicles, it will also cater to the consumer electronics industry and electricity grids, given the intermittent nature of electricity from renewable energy sources such as

---


67. LIBCOIN is a consortium comprising Magnis Energy, Duggal Family Trust and Charge CCCV (C4V)


69. BHEL and LIBCOIN to build India’s First Lithium Ion Giga Factory, PRESS INFORMATION BUREAU (August 1, 2019), http://pib.nic.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=187590

70. Malyaban Ghosh, Maruti will soon go for lithium-ion batteries over lead, LIVEMINT (July 28, 2019), https://www.livemint.com/Auto/FVefAaqbe6CwWBNm5BUK/Maruti-will-soon-go-for-lithium-ion-batteries-over-lead.html.


72. The Tesla Gigafactory is a lithium-ion battery and electric vehicle subassembly factory near Reno, Nevada. It is expected to be the largest building in the world and powered by renewable energy, with the goal of achieving net zero energy.
solar and wind. Battery storage plants will have an important role to play in the Indian energy ecosystem as the GOI is placing heavy reliance on renewable sources of energy. In furtherance of which, the GOI is planning to subsidise creation of up to 50 gigawatt-hour of battery manufacturing capacity a year. According to the timeline drawn by the Niti Aayog, the GOI will invite bids by December 2019 and award contracts subsequently. Post the contracts are awarded, companies would be expected to commence operations by 2022 and gradually scale it up to the full committed capacity by 2025.

VI. Securing Lithium Supplies

Lithium is a key component of lithium-ion batteries that are commonly used in gadgets such as smartphones, laptops and now EVs. These batteries hold the key to clean energy-powered future. By enabling electric mobility, this versatile energy-storage medium has the potential to cut pollutants and greenhouse emissions. It is for this reason that it has also been described as white petroleum. While the globe and especially China continue their expansions on this front (China investing $4.2 billion in deals to secure lithium mines in South America), three Indian public sector companies (National Aluminium Co Ltd, Hindustan Copper Ltd and Mineral Exploration Corp Ltd) have formed a joint venture called Khanij Bidesh India. This JV shall acquire mining assets overseas that have minerals such as lithium and cobalt, which are key raw materials in the manufacturing of batteries for EVs. Additionally, India is seeking to develop newer battery technologies such as polymer-based solid-state batteries to prevent reliance on lithium or cobalt imports.

---


9. Global Policy Initiatives

I. China

In 2018, more electric cars were sold in China than in the rest of the world combined. This significant growth can be credited to the big-ticket investments made in the EV ecosystem in China to meet its targets under the Paris Agreement. The Chinese government is pushing for adoption of EVs through a variety of incentives which includes heavy subsidies, rebates, quotas for vehicle manufacturers and tax exemptions.

A major reason behind the growth of the EV industry in China has been the support granted to it in the form of national subsidies by the Chinese government. The Chinese government began subsidizing EV purchases for government and public fleets in 2009, and individual car buyers in 2013. Subsidies in 2013 ranged from RMB 35,000 to RMB 60,000, depending on the vehicle’s electric range, and have been reduced regularly since.

To ensure affordable pricing of EVs, the government transfers substantial fiscal subsidies directly to the manufacturers, based on the number of vehicle registered and sold. However, this policy wasn’t without its own set of flaws. A nationwide investigation was conducted by the Chinese government in early 2016 which found that some manufacturers used unscrupulous means to receive subsidies. Previously, manufacturers often registered their vehicle illegally, used a small battery and received subsidies equivalent to larger batteries. Manufacturers also engaged in falsifying clients, since in China subsidies are paid to manufacturers only for EVs that are actually sold, not just produced. The investigation discovered that certain manufacturers sold their vehicles to themselves rather than to end-users to receive the subsidies. The result is that some subsidized vehicles were manufactured and sold on paper, but never reached to consumers. This prompted for a policy redesign.

In the updated policy as effective from 2019, a combination of credits and disincentives have been employed to improve the fuel efficiency of traditional-fuel vehicles, as well as to promote the deployment of EVs. It requires automobile manufacturers that sell 30,000 cars or more annually in China to produce fleets with a corporate average fuel economy of 42 miles per gallon by 2020, and 54.5 miles per gallon by 2025. OEMs that fail to meet the quota will acquire negative credits, which, if allowed to accumulate, must be offset by either by purchasing positive credits from other companies or by reducing the production of fuel-burning cars. EV’s are also promoted through non-fiscal incentives, such as exemption from city license plate lotteries or restrictions. Getting a license plate for an ICE car can take years through a lottery which are held every other month in Beijing or cost more than $12,000 in a monthly auction in Shanghai. An EV license plate is free and often can be obtained a lot faster.

Furthermore, EV’s are not subject to registration restrictions or driving bans on certain days, that apply to vehicles with ICE in Chinese megacities.

---


80. Hongyang Cui, Subsidy fraud leads to reforms for China’s EV market, THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL ON CLEAN TRANSPORTATION (JULY 20, 2019).


83. Pearl Chen, Beijing’s car plate policies, GLOBAL TIMES (September 19, 2019), http://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1098345.shtml.
II. United States Of America

In the United States, the federal government and many states offer financial incentives, including tax credits, for lowering the up-front costs of EVs. The federal government offers EV owners a tax credit of $2,500 to $7,500 per vehicle, depending on battery size. The tax credit is available only for the first 200,000 vehicles sold by each manufacturer, after which it begins to phase out for that manufacturer. Federal fuel efficiency standards also provide incentives for manufacturers to sell EVs. Many US states have come forward and offered tax credits rebates for the purchase of EVs. Monetary and non-monetary incentives may include additional tax credits, vehicle or infrastructure rebates or vouchers, vehicle registration fee reductions, loans, special low-cost charging rates, and high-occupancy vehicle lane exemptions.

Further, the multistate zero-emissions vehicle (ZEV) program has been put forward by the Multi-State ZEV Task Force which includes the states of California, Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, New Jersey and Vermont. These nine states represent nearly 30 per cent of the new car sales market in the United States. Under the ZEV regulation auto manufacturers are required to produce a number of ZEVs and plug-in hybrids each year, based on the total number of vehicles sold by the manufacturer. Manufacturers with higher overall sales of all vehicles are required to make more ZEVs. Requirements are in terms of percent credits, ranging from 4.5 per cent in 2018 to 22 per cent by 2025. Vehicle produced shall receive credits based on its electric driving range. The more range a vehicle has, the more credit it receives. Credits not needed for compliance in any given year can be banked for future use, traded, or sold to other manufacturers.88 In addition, to accelerate the installation of EV charging infrastructure nationwide the federal government had extended tax credits for the cost of installing V charging stations. Also, in November 2016, the US Federal Highway Administration designated 48 EV charging corridors along 25,000 miles of US highways, based on the suggestions submitted by states. While the corridors mostly provide signage for existing chargers, the federal government is also authorized to provide up to $4.5 billion in loan guarantees for EV charging infrastructure along the corridors. However, basis information in public domain, no loan guarantees have been issued to date under this program.89

Despite the lack of major federal policy or incentives, many US states, city governments have come forward and offered incentives for the installation of EV charging equipment. These include rebates, tax credits, tax exemptions, grants and loans. In addition to financial incentives, some states are also promoting EV charging infrastructure through standards, mandates and codes.

III. Norway

Norway is a pioneer with respect to the EV industry. In its efforts to cut down greenhouse emissions, the Norwegian Parliament has decided on a goal that all new cars sold by 2025 should be zero-emission vehicles.90 Norway generates most of its electricity through its

---

88. The Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) Regulation, CALIFORNIA AIR RESOURCES BOARD, (July 18, 2019), https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/node/2558/about
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hydropower plants. To boost EV demand among consumers, the Norwegian government has waived off the erstwhile hefty vehicle import duties, registration and sales taxes that were levied on buyers of electric cars. Conventional engine-powered cars, however, continue to be taxed heavily in Norway, due to which for example the premium gas-powered Volvo XC90 SUV, starts at $107,100 in Norway compared with $47,700 in the US. Purchase of emission emitting vehicles is discouraged through an innovative calculation of registration tax. The registration tax for all new cars is calculated by a combination of weight, carbon dioxide and nitrogen oxides emissions. The tax is progressive, making big cars with high emissions are more expensive. Over time, registration tax has been adjusted gradually to have more emphasis on emissions and less on weight. Apart from tax incentives, EV owners don’t have to pay road tolls and get free use of ferries and bus lanes in congested city centres. However, these incentives, which are costing the government almost $1 billion are not permanent and are being phased out in 2021, though any road tolls and fees for EVs would be limited to half of what gasoline car owners must pay. Gradually over time as the ecosystem matures subsidies for electric cars will be replaced by higher taxes on traditional cars.

IV. Japan

Japan aims to ensure that all new vehicles sold in Japan should be electric or hybrid vehicles by 2050. This ambitious goal has been set to ensure that domestic manufacturers are competitive in an industry that is fast shifting to electric mobility. Japan seeks to maintain its position in the global auto market as a major manufacturer and exporter of automobiles. Japan has its own fast-charging standard known as CHAdeMO. “CHAdeMO” is an abbreviation of “CHArge de MOve”. CHAdemO charging standard was developed by the CHAdeMO Association, which commenced as a partnership between Nissan, Mitsubishi, Fuji Heavy Industries and the Tokyo Electric Power Company. It was established in March 2010. Since the introduction of EVs in Japan, the government and automakers have identified adequate charging infrastructure as a key requirement of EV sales. To ensure adequate charging stations, Japan in 2013 launched “Next Generation Vehicle Charging Infrastructure Deployment Promotion Project” to fund setting up of charging stations around various cities and highway rest stations. To facilitate the rapid expansion of EVs, the development bank of Japan collaborated with Toyota, Honda, Nissan and Mitsubishi to develop the Nippon Charge

Service, a charging stations network spanning the country that presently operates as a private joint venture.\textsuperscript{102} Due to substantial investments in charging infrastructure, there are more electric car charging stations than gas stations in Japan. As of 2016, there were approximately 40,000 EV charging stations in Japan and less than 35,000 gas stations.\textsuperscript{102} Japan also provides generous tax incentives to adopters of EVs. It exempts EV owners from acquisition tax and tonnage tax. To reduce the upfront cost of EVs, consumers have to pay reduced tax rates\textsuperscript{104} on the acquisition of EVs in addition to purchase subsidies.\textsuperscript{105}

V. Netherlands

Netherlands has been one of the leaders in EV adoption and promotion, with more than 49,000 EVs on its road. Netherland recorded sale of 24,024 EVs in 2018.\textsuperscript{106} The Netherlands' government has taken a comprehensive set of actions to achieve their ambitious target of 75,000 privately owned EVs on its roads by 2020, and 50\% of all new car sales in plug-in electric of which a minimum of 30\% of the vehicles should be fully electric by 2025. Series of the action plan has been published to achieve this objective. These action plans have led to the establishment of the Formula E-Team, which is a national public-private platform that brings together different stakeholders such as businesses, academia, non-profit organizations, and the government to brainstorm and stimulate the development of EV charging infrastructure and new electric mobility policies. With respect to tax incentives, EVs have been exempted from registration and road taxes, and they also have the advantage of reduced taxes for the private use of company cars. Netherlands has a very dense network of public charging stations with 19.3 charging stations per 100 kilometers far ahead of countries like Japan, Germany and the UK.\textsuperscript{107}

To increase publicly accessible EV charging infrastructure, the government has come out with green deal under which the Dutch central government has made available €5.7 million in public funding to co-fund the installation of up to 8,000 additional public charging stations.\textsuperscript{108} In addition to the national government, local governments have also come forward with a variety of incentives to accelerate the adoption of EVs. Such incentives include purchase subsidy, demarcation of low emission zone, free-floating parking permits and bus lane access.\textsuperscript{109}


\textsuperscript{103} Justin McCurry, Japan now has more electric car charge points than petrol stations, THE GUARDIAN (August 7, 2019), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/may/10/japan-electric-car-charge-points-petrol-stations.


Way Forward

According to the Global EV Outlook 2019 report released by the International Energy Agency, the global EV fleet exceeded 5.1 million in number by 2018, up by approx. 2 million EV’s compared to the previous year and almost doubling the number of new EV sales. China continues to remain the world’s largest electric car market, followed by Europe and the United States. Norway is the global leader if EV market share is considered.

In relation to India, various policies, regulations and incentives introduced by the GOI along with different State governments clearly establish India’s intention to promote EVs and develop India into a manufacturing hub for EVs. This would organically also open up ample opportunities for private players to get into the EV space, both for manufacturing and charging of EVs (including strategic technology collaborations). This being said, support from state government and local transport authorities would be critical for creating and implementing a robust EV ecosystem within India.

However, GOI will also have to keep in mind the current slowdown in the overall automobile industry and accordingly rationalize its policy implementation. Therefore, it must not take any decision which pushes the manufacturers into red and damage an efficient component supply chain given the potential impact it may have on employment generation. At the same time, it cannot afford to delay the steps required to upkeep the environment and tackle air pollution.

Thus, a balance would need to be struck, which will not only catalyse a home-grown EV ecosystem but also lead the way for sustained growth and development.
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Research is the DNA of NDA. In early 1980s, our firm emerged from an extensive, and then pioneering, research by Nishith M. Desai on the taxation of cross-border transactions. The research book written by him provided the foundation for our international tax practice. Since then, we have relied upon research to be the cornerstone of our practice development. Today, research is fully ingrained in the firm's culture.

Our dedication to research has been instrumental in creating thought leadership in various areas of law and public policy. Through research, we develop intellectual capital and leverage it actively for both our clients and the development of our associates. We use research to discover new thinking, approaches, skills and reflections on jurisprudence, and ultimately deliver superior value to our clients. Over time, we have embedded a culture and built processes of learning through research that give us a robust edge in providing best quality advices and services to our clients, to our fraternity and to the community at large.

Every member of the firm is required to participate in research activities. The seeds of research are typically sown in hour-long continuing education sessions conducted every day as the first thing in the morning. Free interactions in these sessions help associates identify new legal, regulatory, technological and business trends that require intellectual investigation from the legal and tax perspectives. Then, one or few associates take up an emerging trend or issue under the guidance of seniors and put it through our “Anticipate-Prepare-Deliver” research model.

As the first step, they would conduct a capsule research, which involves a quick analysis of readily available secondary data. Often such basic research provides valuable insights and creates broader understanding of the issue for the involved associates, who in turn would disseminate it to other associates through tacit and explicit knowledge exchange processes. For us, knowledge sharing is as important an attribute as knowledge acquisition.

When the issue requires further investigation, we develop an extensive research paper. Often we collect our own primary data when we feel the issue demands going deep to the root or when we find gaps in secondary data. In some cases, we have even taken up multi-year research projects to investigate every aspect of the topic and build unparallel mastery. Our TMT practice, IP practice, Pharma & Healthcare/Med-Tech and Medical Device, practice and energy sector practice have emerged from such projects. Research in essence graduates to Knowledge, and finally to Intellectual Property.

Over the years, we have produced some outstanding research papers, articles, webinars and talks. Almost on daily basis, we analyze and offer our perspective on latest legal developments through our regular “Hotlines”, which go out to our clients and fraternity. These Hotlines provide immediate awareness and quick reference, and have been eagerly received. We also provide expanded commentary on issues through detailed articles for publication in newspapers and periodicals for dissemination to wider audience. Our Lab Reports dissect and analyze a published, distinctive legal transaction using multiple lenses and offer various perspectives, including some even overlooked by the executors of the transaction. We regularly write extensive research articles and disseminate them through our website. Our research has also contributed to public policy discourse, helped state and central governments in drafting statutes, and provided regulators with much needed comparative research for rule making. Our discourses on Taxation of eCommerce, Arbitration, and Direct Tax Code have been widely acknowledged. Although we invest heavily in terms of time and expenses in our research activities, we are happy to provide unlimited access to our research to our clients and the community for greater good.

As we continue to grow through our research-based approach, we now have established an exclusive four-acre, state-of-the-art research center, just a 45 minute ferry ride from Mumbai but in the middle of verdant hills of reclusive Alibaug-Raigad district. Imaginarium AliGunjan is a platform for creative thinking; an apolitical ecosystem that connects multi-disciplinary threads of ideas, innovation and imagination. Designed to inspire ‘blue sky’ thinking, research, exploration and synthesis, reflections and communication, it aims to bring in wholeness – that leads to answers to the biggest challenges of our time and beyond. It seeks to be a bridge that connects the futuristic advancements of diverse disciplines. It offers a space, both virtually and literally, for integration and synthesis of knowhow and innovation from various streams and serves as a dais to internationally renowned professionals to share their expertise and experience with our associates and select clients.

We would love to hear your suggestions on our research reports. Please feel free to contact us at research@nishithdesai.com
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